
FHWA Webinar Announcement – Traffic Incident Management Benefit-Cost (TIM-BC) Tool 

The U.S. Department of Transportation’s Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Office of Research 

and Development will host a webinar to share and discuss the features of a new software tool, Traffic 

Incident Management Benefit-Cost (TIM-BC) Tool,  developed to help transportation managers and 

decision-makers in evaluating the benefits and costs of a variety of TIM strategies. 

 

Webinar Details: 

When: Wednesday, January 27, 2016, 2 PM – 3 PM EST 

Where: WebEx 

Please click the link below to join the WebEx meeting: 

https://leidoswebconferencing.webex.com/join/maj1 

For better audio quality, please dial the telephone number provided below: 

Dial-in: (855)462-5367. Conference code: 2835711. 

*DO NOT join the audio call via WebEx when you login to the meeting. Please use the conference 

telephone number above to join the discussion 

Registration:   

This event is open to all interested parties.  Please RSVP at the following link 

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/fhwa-webinar-announcement-traffic-incident-management-benefit-

cost-tim-bc-tool-tickets-20083986745 

 

Background: 

Traffic incidents contribute significantly to service level deterioration of both freeways and arterials. 

Traffic Incident Management (TIM) programs have been introduced world-wide with the aim of 

mitigating the impact of traffic incidents on safety and roadway performance. These programs support 

quick incident response, thereby shortening incident duration, and control traffic demand around the 

incident scene. Some TIM programs can be costly to tax payers, thus, it is important to be able to 

evaluate their benefits and determine the associated return on investment. Though Benefit-Cost (BC) 

estimation studies have been conducted for numerous TIM programs, these studies employ a wide 

range of estimation methodologies and monetary equivalent conversion factors. Consequently, resulting 

B/C ratio estimates vary widely and have been shown to be sensitive to these choices. Moreover, these 

studies can be quite costly. Thus, this project develops a TIM-BC tool with standardized methodology 
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that can be universally and equitably employed in such B/C ratio estimation for different TIM programs, 

essential to creating consistency and, therefore, greater confidence in the validity of the results. With 

access to the methodology in the form of a simple to use, less data intensive tool, TIM programs and tax 

payers alike can benefit from cost-effective evaluations.  

Please note that the TIM-BC 2.0 is an enhanced version of our earlier release TIM-BC 1.0, which only 

includes the functionality for evaluating Safety Service Patrol programs. The TIM-BC 2.0 is able to 

evaluate eight different TIM strategies, including Safety Service Patrols, Driver Removal Laws, Authority 

Removal Laws, Shared Quick-Clearance Goals, Pre-established Towing Service Agreements, Dispatch 

Colocation, TIM Task-Forces, and SHRP2 Training. 

We are presenting the TIM-BC tool at a poster session during the 2016 annual meeting of Transportation 

Research Board, on Monday, 1/11/2016, 10:45AM – 12:30PM at Hall E of the Convention Center. Please 

stop by and discuss with our researchers. 

  

Click here to learn more about and download the TIM-BC tool 

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/software/research/operations/timbc/ 

Presenters: 

Paul Jodoin serves as a Program Manager on the Traffic Incident & Events Management Team with the 

Federal Highway Administration’s Office of Operations. Paul ended a 38 year career with the 

Massachusetts DOT prior to starting his current position in July of 2009.    Paul was the ITS Programs, 

Operations Manager for the last 12 years of his MassDOT career and was responsible for management 

of the Traffic Operations Center, Traffic Incident Management Program, Safety Services and various 

other ITS and emergency related programs.    

Dr. Taylor Lochrane is as a Research Civil Engineer for FHWA at Turner-Fairbank Highway Research 
Center (TFHRC), located in McLean, Virginia, leading various projects in the areas of Connected Vehicles 
and Connected Automation.  Dr. Lochrane began his career in FHWAs Office of Operations Research & 
Development in 2011 as a Pathways Student Trainee (Civil Engineer).  He currently leads several 
research projects in the Saxton Transportation Operations Lab, the newest state-of-the-art facility, 
which investigates ways of converting our roadways into an electronically integrated surface 
transportation system that integrates people (e.g., pedestrians, drivers, and passengers), vehicles (e.g., 
bicycles, motorcycles, cars, trucks, buses), and a freshly envisioned infrastructure. A native from 
Orlando, Florida “the Sunshine State,” Dr. Lochrane received a B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. in civil engineering 
from the University of Central Florida (UCF).  
 
Dr. Jiaqi Ma is a Transportation Research Engineer with Leidos working at FHWA Turner Fairbank 
Highway Research Center. His areas of expertise include traffic operations, Intelligent Transportation 
Systems (ITS), planning for operations, traffic modeling and simulation, Connected Automated Vehicles, 
travel demand forecasting, and data mining. He has managed and participated in many research 
projects of USDOT and state DOTs covering a wide range of areas, including bottleneck identification 

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/software/research/operations/timbc/


and reduction, Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control, Benefit/Cost analysis of Traffic Incident 
Management Strategies, and vehicle-automation-based Speed Harmonization, etc.  

   
 


